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Cambridge Apartments have been luxuriously designed and beautifully furnished to make sure that
you feel more relaxed, enjoy higher level of privacy, entertain guests easily and pay less in
comparison to a standard hotel room.

Making Your Extended Stay at Cambridge Comfortable and Productive:

Whether you are looking for a cost-effective alternative to an expensive hotel for an extended
corporate stay, planning to relocate to Cambridge, searching for a luxury holiday accommodation or
need to stay at a convenient distance from a university or a hospital, Cambridge Apartments can
offer with a perfect solution for variety of situations.

Services to Expect:

Most of the apartments come fully equipped with a huge range of premium facilities such as:

Comfortable sofa beds, dresser, blanket, linen, pillows, comforter etc.

Washing as well as drying facilities

I-pod docking station, Telephone/ answering machine, CD player, DVD Player, High Definition wide
screen television etc.

High speed wireless broadband

Free use of photocopier, fax machine, scanner, printer etc.

One or maybe more balconies

Private parking space

Fully furnished kitchen with coffee maker, toaster, blender, microwave, refrigerator, silverware,
cookware etc.

Conferencing facilities

Finding the Right Apartment for Your Extended Stay at Cambridge:

These apartments are much cheaper and more luxurious in comparison to an expensive hotel room
and hence serve as an ideal choice for students, business travelers, tourists, vacationers, etc. There
are plenty of websites that offer a wide range of corporate accommodations and short as well as
long term housing options. Cambridge Apartments are offered in a variety of sizes, styles and
prices. The best part is that these fully furnished apartments are located at prime locations, which
are conveniently connected with shops, universities, hospitals, cafes, restaurants, airports, shopping
areas, industries and tourist attractions.

These apartments are perfect for those who want to remain comfortable and relaxed during their
extended stay at Cambridge. You can easily find a number of websites that deal with such rentals.
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They will cater to all your requirements in the most satisfactory manner. You can browse through
the pictures and descriptions of studio, one bedroom, two or three bedroom apartments to find the
one that suits best to your needs.
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Alex Campbell - About Author:
Corporate Stay ( http://corporatestay.net/ ) offers Apartments in Boston & Cambridge which provide
you to explore more to these great walking cities. Provides finest quality of a Cambridge
apartments, Boston apartments, a Extended stay Boston in premium locations throughout Boston,
Cambridge and beyond.
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